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DISPERSION AND WAVEGUIDING OF ULTRASLOW LIGHT
IN ATOMIC BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATES
SUMMARY
We investigate potential of atomic Bose-Einstein condensates as dynamic mem-
ory devices for coherent optical information processing. Specifically, the number
of ultra-slow pulses that can be simultaneously present within the storage time in
the condensate has been analyzed. By modelling short pulse propagation through
the condensate, taking into account high-order dispersive properties, constraints
on the information storage capacity has been discussed. The roles of tempera-
ture, spatial inhomogeneity, the interatomic interactions and the coupling laser
on the pulse shape have been pointed out. For a restricted set of parameters,
it has been found that coherent optical information storage capacity would be
optimized. The conditions determining the number of optical modes that can
be supported by an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate are also investigated. We
investigate waveguiding of ultraslow light pulses in an atomic Bose-Einstein con-
densate. We show that under the conditions of off-resonant electromagnetically
induced transparency, waveguiding with a few ultraslow modes can be realized.
We show that under the conditions of refractive index enhancement via quantum
coherence, it is possible to control the number of modes by means of experimen-
tally accessible parameters including trap size, temperature, condensate number
density and scattering lengths. Analytical results for the single and two-mode
conditions are found. We show that under the conditions of off-resonant elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency, waveguiding with a few ultraslow modes
can be realized. Results of numerical simulations are compared with analytical
calculations of the propagation constants for a parabolic-refractive index profile.
Moreover, we examine short pulse propagation through the atomic Bose-Einstein
condensates taking into account Kerr nonlinearity and second-order dispersive
effect. The roles of Kerr nonlinearity on the pulse shape have been examined on
pulse width with 0.01µsec.
xii
ATOMI˙K BOSE-EINSTEIN YOG˜US¸UK MADDESI˙NDE ULTRA
YAVAS¸ IS¸IG˜IN DAG˜INIMI VE DALGA KLAVUZLANMASI
O¨ZET
Bose-Einstein yog˜us¸uk maddesini uyumlu optik bilgi is¸lemleri ic¸in dinamik hafıza
aleti olarak aras¸tırdık. O¨zellikle, yog˜us¸uk maddede depolama zamanı ic¸inde c¸ok
yavas¸ optik darbeler analiz edildi. Yu¨ksek dereceden dag˜ınım o¨zellikleri hesaba
katarak yog˜us¸uk maddede optik darbelerin ilerlemesini modelledik. Bu c¸alıs¸mada
atomik sistemin konuma bag˜lı olarak deg˜is¸en yog˜unlug˜u, sıcaklık ve atomik
c¸arpıs¸maların s¸iddetine go¨re deg˜is¸en yog˜unluk profili de dikkate alındı. Yapılan
sayısal ve analitik hesaplar ile kısa darbenin genis¸lemesini sıcaklıg˜a, konuma ve
atomik c¸arpıs¸malara go¨re analiz ettik. Bir optik darbe yog˜us¸uk madde ic¸inde
rezonans frekansında elektromanyetik olarak indu¨klenmis¸ saydamlık etkisi ile
c¸ok yavas¸ ilerletilebilir. Sınırlı parametreler ic¸in es¸evreli optik bilgi hafıza ka-
pasitesi bulundu. Radyal yo¨ndeki yog˜unluk profilini dikkate alan ve fiber op-
tikte eg˜imli indeks fiber profili ile yog˜us¸uk maddenin kırılma indisini modelledik.
Ayrıca madde ic¸inde c¸ok yavas¸ optik darbeler go¨zlendi. Bu da rezonans olmayan
elektromanyetik olarak indu¨klenmis¸ saydamlık kos¸ulları altında gerc¸ekles¸tirildi.
Yog˜unlas¸mıs¸ maddenin tas¸ıyabileceg˜i mod sayısını hem analitik hem de sayısal
olarak irdeledik. Ayrıca optik darbelerin Bose-Einstein yog˜us¸uk (BEY) mad-
desinde ilerlemesinde u¨c¸ boyutlu etkiler ve optik modların sayısındaki bag˜ kos¸ullar
incelendi. Kırılma indisi arttırılması durumunda daha c¸ok optik modun (BEY)
maddesinde tas¸ınabileceg˜ini go¨sterdik. Mod sayısının sıcaklıg˜a bag˜lı deg˜is¸imini
inceledik. Kuantum es¸evrelik sayesinde, deneysel parametreleri kullanarak mod
sayısının kontrol edilebileceg˜ini go¨sterdik. Ayrıca tek ve c¸ok mod kos¸ulları analitik
olarak bulundu. Analitik sonuc¸lar, sayısal sonuc¸larla kontrol edildi. Ek olarak, kısa
optik darbelerin Bose-Einstein yog˜us¸uk maddesinde ilerlemesinde ikinci derece-
den dag˜ınım etkisini ve nonlineer optik Kerr etkisini inceledik. Kerr nonlineer
katsayısının darbe genis¸lig˜i 0.01µsn olan darbe u¨zerinde etkisi incelendi.
xiii
1 INTRODUCTION
Laser pulses are widely used in today’s communication systems due to their high
speeds, stability and ease of transport. In modern communication technologies,
it is an undoubtedly important, essential and high priority objective to transfer
more information in a shorter time span. It is also important for internet with
its ever growing number of users, wireless communication systems and satellite
controlled guidance. For these reasons optical based computer is expected to be
developed in the near future. In parallel, it is an indispensable condition that
information encoded with optical pulses should be stored without deformation
for a long time.
Short pulses, in comparison to longer ones, are more susceptible to the dispersive
character of the medium, where they propagate or are stored. This demands new
approaches in their theoretical modelling. This thesis aims to develop a general,
detailed and realistic theory of pulse propagation that also takes into account high
order dispersive and nonlinear properties of the medium carrying or storing short
pulses, and using this theory in order to reveal most efficient and advantageous
mediums and schemes for optical fast information transfer and storage.
Recently, optical memories has been developed via slowing down long optical
pulses in atomic Bose-Einstein condensates, Ruby crystal, and Rb gas . By in-
vestigating interactions of such materials such as Bose-Einstein condensate with
shorter pulses, the conditions to enhance their capacities are demonstrated. In the
second part of the thesis, information transport from optical memory to fiber op-
tics system has been explored. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the influence
of the optical pulse on the medium of propagation or storage.The linear optics
theory developed in the first part has been generalized to a theory taking into
account non-linear effects, such as optical Kerr effect, and multi-photon absorp-
tion. Solutions to Electromagnetic Maxwell propagation equations coupled with
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model Schro¨dinger equations for the material carrying or storing the light will
be explored. By this way, quantum coherence stability of the medium has been
understood at the atomic scale which is important for next generation informatics
applications and quantum communication, quantum computation.
The remarkable achievement of ultraslow light[1, 2, 3] in a Bose-Einstein conden-
sate (BEC), using electromagnetically induced transparency[4, 5] (EIT), inspired
many intriguing and attractive applications[6, 7, 8, 9], in particular quantum op-
tical dynamic memories[10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Another way saying is since the first
demonstration of ultra-slow light propagation through a Bose-Einstein conden-
sate (BEC), a major application of slow light has been argued to be an optical
memory. A key component of a quantum information processor would be the
dynamic memory storage device. BECs have the potential to be used in such an
application. Consider a sequence of information bits carried by a train of opti-
cal pulses. Upon injection into a BEC, the coherent optical information can be
stored for a period given by the transit time of the pulses. In the BEC phase,
the demonstrated ultra-slow group velocities allow for long storage periods of the
order of few microseconds. Operational performance of such a device can be char-
acterized by the overall bit storage capacity of the BEC, which can be defined as
the number of optical pulses that can be simultaneously stored during the storage
time in the BEC.
In order to make quantum memories more practical for quantum information
processing, it is useful to enhance their bit storage capacity. This would be pos-
sible, in principle, by using pulses temporally as short as possible so that more
pulses can be injected into the BEC during the storage time[15]. Early ultraslow
light experiments use pulses of widths few microseconds. Shorter pulses would
have longer frequency bandwidths, beyond the EIT window. EIT window can be
modified by an external magnetic field[16]. Very recently, it has been experimen-
tally demonstrated that EIT in a resonant atomic medium is possible for a comb
of picosecond pulses[17]. Promising schemes to introduce large controllable time
delays for such ultrashort pulses has been proposed where EIT window is over-
come by using spatial and temporal processing[18]. Distortions in the shape of a
large-bandwidth pulse have been experimentally studied in warm Rb vapor[19].
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Shapes of the stored pulses will depend on the dispersive characteristics of the
BEC. In particular, each pulse in the train will undergo dispersive broadening.
The temporal separation of the pulses should be adjusted in such a way that after
broadening in the BEC, consecutive pulses do not have significant spatial overlap.
This sets the limit to the bit storage capacity of the BEC and can be estimated
from the overall group delay and pulse broadening. It is therefore necessary to
investigate the dispersive effects inside a BEC and develop accurate models that
describe pulse propagation.
In this thesis, we consider propagation of short pulses with widths in the microsec-
onds to nanoseconds range. In particular, we investigate the role of dispersion on
the temporal characteristics of optical pulses propagating inside a BEC. Ana-
lytical formulas are first summarized for the constitutive relations from which
the group delay, absorption coefficient, and the second-order group delay disper-
sion can be calculated. We find that third and higher-order dispersion effects
are negligible. The influence of the spatial inhomogeneity of the BEC, the inter-
atomic scattering interactions and the temperature on the pulse shape are taken
into account in our treatment. We show that just below the critical tempera-
ture of condensation, broadening becomes maximum. Finally, we give analytical
formulas for the bit storage capacity of a BEC and determine its optimum per-
formance. Information storage capacity of such an optical memory based upon
slowing laser pulses down to subluminal speeds in BECs would strongly depend
on the temporal width of the pulses. As the temporal width of the pulses gets
smaller, condensate could contain more pulses in a given time interval. Unfor-
tunately, one cannot hope to use shortest pulses (such as femtosecond or even
attosecond) available to maximize information capacity. A challenging issue to
use such a short pulse in condensates is the fact that slow-light scheme in BEC is
based upon electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) which occurs for not
so broad optical frequency window. On the other hand, temporally short pulses
have large frequency widths. Present experimental set ups use optical pulses of
temporal widths in the order of microseconds. We note that EIT conditions can
be reasonably well satisfied for pulses of widths ∼ 10−7 which would enhance the
information capacity of the condensate ten times more.
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Another challenging issue in using short pulses in BECs is that their susceptibil-
ity to dispersion which may distort the pulse shape. We note that even though
dispersive effects have been found small experimentally for microsecond pulses,
there is no guarantee that role of dispersion would be small when we make the
pulse ten times shorter. As the earlier theoretical models ignore the dispersion
completely[35, 36], it is necessary to develop a more general theory of slow light
propagation taking into account the higher order dispersive properties of the
BEC. In the present paper we develop such a theory, generalizing theory of dis-
persive EIT in a thermal uniform gas. Using our general theory, we have found
that dispersive effects are insignificant for microsecond pulses used in slow-light
experiments. However, temporal width of microsecond is the critical width below
which dispersion starts to distort the pulse shape. We show that at a width of
10−7 seconds, dispersion leads to a small temporal broadening of the pulse.
It may be noted here that study of dispersive effects in slow-short-light propa-
gation may lead to alternative applications such as determination of condensate
temperature through measurement of broadening, pulse shape engineering, and
frequency band narrowing. While we treat the light classically, novel effects have
been predicted for slow-light in quantum regime, in particular a new nonlinearity
regime for quantum light. Our results may contribute to such studies as well. Fur-
thermore, the theory in the present thesis can easily be extended to situations in
which BEC can have an enhanced nonlinear optical response of BEC that might
be utilized for dispersion compensation.
At temperatures below the critical temperature of Bose-Einstein condensation,
spatial distribution of atoms in optical or magneto-optical traps can be described
by a cigar-shaped ellipsoid profile. The ellipsoid consists of a central high-density
region, where the condensed atoms lie, surrounded by a low-density thermal gas
envelope. In a simple-minded picture, electric susceptibility of the Bose-Einstein
condensate (BEC) would be proportional to its density. The refractive index of the
central condensate part therefore can be slightly higher than that of the envelop-
ing thermal gas. This situation is then analogous to the case of an optical fiber
with a graded-index profile, in which the refractive-index of the central core de-
creases gradually from center to the core boundary. An important distinction from
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the fibers is that atomic-condensates are resonant systems while the fibers are
nonresonant optical propagation mediums. Exploiting quantum interference[4] in
such atomic resonant medium, remarkable optical pulse propagation effects such
as ultraslow light[1, 21, 22, 26, 36], superluminal light propagation[40, 41, 42, 43],
stoppage[44] and storage[15] of optical pulses have been discovered. Most of the
theoretical and experimental work has been restricted to one-dimensional situ-
ations. Dynamics of optical pulses in two or more dimensions has been investi-
gated very recently numerically[45]. The possibility of changing the direction of
the probe pulse via a control beam has been examined in detail. Other higher
dimensional considerations have also been presented[35, 46]. Higher dimensional
considerations may prove useful for quantum information processing and storing
in addition to manipulation of classical optical pulses.
We investigate another effect of higher dimensional pulse propagation in a BEC,
hinted by our analogy to optical fibers. The refractive index difference between
the core and the cladding in a fiber influences the parameter which character-
ize the number of modes that can be supported by the fiber. In the case of
BEC, condensate-thermal gas index difference is negligibly small unless close to
an atomic resonance. In order to exploit the high density contrast between the
condensate and the thermal gas to allow for multi-mode optical pulses, it is nec-
essary to be close to an atomic resonance. Due to strong absorption nearby the
atomic resonance, optical pulse could not propagate much in this case. In previ-
ous theoretical and experimental works, pulse propagation under the conditions
of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) has been utilized to beat the
absorption and manipulate the speed of light. However, in this case, the refractive
index of the condensate remains almost the same with the thermal gas. Hence,
under EIT conditions BEC acts as an essentially a single-mode medium. Strictly
speaking it can support degenerate two polarization modes only. It has been
theoretically shown that such polarization modes can be separated by detuning
one of the components slightly away from the EIT resonance, at the cost of some
absorption[47]. Light storage with light of arbitrary polarization has been demon-
strated experimentally[48]. In order to support many modes while at the same
time to beat absorption, we suggest to use a refractive index-enhancement scheme
5
as an alternative to EIT schemes considered so far.
The thesis is organized as follows.In chapter-2 we give a brief summary of the
Bose-Einstein condensate. We discuss Bose gases in harmonic trap and give the
definition of Gross-Pitaevskii equation. We have modelled density profile of the
Bose-Einstein condensate . In chapter-3 we present the electric susceptibility of
an interacting BEC under various atomic systems and electric susceptibility of an
interacting BEC under EIT conditions and refractive index enhancement scheme
is derived. In Chapter-4 we investigate the linear and nonlinear wave propagation.
Wave equation in dispersive media for the EIT medium is derived. Propagation
and dispersion of slow light under EIT scheme is discussed. Moreover we exam-
ine light propagation and mode dispersion in BEC. Furthermore nonlinear wave
propagation in the medium is extensively examined. Chapter-5 contains results
and discussion. We present and discuss our numerical and analytical results in
Chapter-5. Finally, we conclude in the last chapter. This thesis provides useful
model for the pulse propagation which will be used in quantum memory, optical
data storage and quantum information and communication.
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2 BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION
Experimental realization of Bose-Einstein condensation(BEC) in alkali atomic
gases was achieved in 1995 for rubidium[24],sodium[25]. BEC occurs at low
temperatures(µK to nK range). Bosons start to attract each other by bosonic
stimulaton and form a macroscobic population in the ground state of the sys-
tem. Another way of saying is, Bose-Condensation is formed when a macroscopic
population of bosons occupy the same quantum state at non-zero temperature.
Only when the atomic wave functions overlap and when there is significant prob-
ability to exist in the same state does the Bosonic symmetry become important.
This brings about the temperature and density requirements for condensation.
The small enhancement factor also grows as the number of atoms in the ground
state becomes larger. BEC is matter-wave which is formed when atomic mat-
ter waves begin to overlap. The atomic wave start to overlap when the spac-
ing between atoms, d = ρ−1/3, becomes equal to their de-Broglie wavelength,
λdB =
√
h/2pimkBT . In other words, phase space density, ρλ
3
bB is the order of
unity. The mass of the atom is defined as m, T is the temperature of the system.
There are many reasons why we choose BEC as a material. One of the most im-
portant thing is, coherent matter waves which enable us to apply many intriguing
and attractive applications in quantum optics. For example, the speed of light was
reduced to 1− 20(m/sec) using BEC.[1]. Quantum coherence, quantum memory,
non-linear wave mixing and quantum entanglement have been realized after the
experimentally realization of the Bose-Einstein condensation(BEC).
2.1 Bose gases in a harmonic trap
The mean occupation number of the single-particle state ω is given by the Bose
distribution function which is defined as [60],
f 0(²ω) =
1
eβ(²ω−µ) − 1 (2.1.1)
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where β = 1
kBT
and ²ω denotes the energy of the single-particle state for the partic-
ular trapping potential. Let us consider anisotropic harmonic oscillator potential,
which is written as
V (r) =
1
2
m(ω2xx
2 + ω2yy
2 + ω2zz
2). (2.1.2)
The energy levels, ²(nx, ny, nz) are
²(nx, ny, nz) = (nx +
1
2
)~ωx + (ny +
1
2
)~ωy + (nz +
1
2
)~ωz. (2.1.3)
where the numbers ni assume all integer values greater than or equal to zero. If
we determine the number states G(²) with energy less than a given value ², we
will obtain[60]
G(²) =
1
6
²3
~3ωxωyωz
. (2.1.4)
Density of states, which is defined as g(²) = dG
d²
is given by[60]
g(²) =
1
2~3
²2
ωxωyωz
= Cε2. (2.1.5)
In equation (2.1.5) C is defined as 1
2~3
1
ωxωyωz
. The number of particles in excited
states is given by
Nex =
∫ ∞
0
d² g(²)f 0(²). (2.1.6)
At critical temperature, Tc chemical potential µ is equal to zero and total number
of particles can be denoted as[60]
N = Nex(Tc, µ = 0) =
∫ ∞
0
d² g(²)
1
eβ²ω − 1 . (2.1.7)
Equation (2.1.7) can be written by the dimensionless variable in terms of, x =
²/kBTc
N =
1
2~3
²2
ωxωyωz
(kBTc)
3Γ(3)ζ(3). (2.1.8)
where Γ(3) is the gamma function and ζ(3) is the Riemann zeta function[60]. If we
calculate critical temperature for three dimension anisotropic harmonic potential,
we will obtain[60]
kBTc =
~ ω¯N1/3
ζ(3)1/3
≈ 0.94~ ω¯N1/3. (2.1.9)
Here ω¯ is the geometric average for harmonic potential which is defined as ω¯ =
(ωxωyωz)
1/3. One can find condensate fraction below the critical temperature by
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equation (2.1.6). Below the critical temperature the number Nex of particles is
given by Nex = CΓ(3)ζ(3)(kBT )
3 and we can write it in the form
Nex = N(
T
Tc
)3. (2.1.10)
The number of particles in the condensate is N0(T ) = N − Nex(T ). As a result
for the three-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential condensate fraction can
be denoted as[60]
N0
N
= [1− ( T
Tc
)3]. (2.1.11)
2.2 Gross-Pitaevskii equation
The condensate part of the Bose gas can be described by a macroscopic wave func-
tion, ψ(~r), which satisfies the Gross-Pitaevskii equation or nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation [60].
− ~
2
2m
∇2ψ(~r) + V (r)ψ(−→r ) + U0|ψ|2ψ(~r) = µψ(~r). (2.2.12)
where U0 = 4pi~2as/m; m is atomic mass; as is the atomic s-wave scattering
length,which determines the sign and the strength of interaction; µ is the chem-
ical potential. For sodium, the scattering length is positive. The effect of kinetic
energy, − ~2
2m
∇2ψ(~r) is small for the experimental conditions, therefore we can ne-
glect this term. The density profile of the condensate is approximately determined
by the ”Thomas-Fermi” approximation.
ρ(~r) = |ψ|2 = 1
U0
[µ− V (~r)]. (2.2.13)
2.3 Density profile of BEC
At low temperatures a Bose gas can be considered to be composed of two compo-
nents. The first component becomes the condensate part and the other is a ther-
mal gas background. In a harmonic trap, spatial overlap between the components
becomes small, which makes effects of collective elementary excitations weaker
relative to those in homogeneous gases. This allows for semiclassical descriptions
of density distributions in terms of the self-consistent Hartree-Fock model, which
simplifies more general Hartree-Fock-Popov description[28]. When the thermal
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component is dilute enough, one may further neglect the atomic interactions in
the thermal component. Taking into account mean field repulsion only among
the condensed atoms, an analytical explicit description of a partly condensed
gas was developed and denoted as the semi-ideal model[29]. We will now briefly
review this model, where condensate density is evaluated under Thomas-Fermi
approximation[30, 31] to Gross-Pitaevskii equation[32, 33], and the thermal gas
density is calculated semi-classically[34, 29]. The total density at a temperature
T is then written to be
ρ(~r) =
µ− V (~r)
U0
Θ(µ− V (~r))Θ(TC − T ) + g3/2(ze
−βV )
λ3T
, (2.3.14)
where U0 = 4pi~2as/m; m is atomic mass; as is the atomic s-wave scattering
length; µ is the chemical potential; Θ(.) is the Heaviside step function; gn(x) =
Σj x
j/jn is the Bose function; λT is the thermal de Bro¨glie wavelength; β =
1/kBT ; z = exp (βµ) is the fugacity, and TC is the critical temperature. The
external trapping potential is V (~r) = (m/2)(ω2rr
2 + ω2zz
2) with ωr the radial
trap frequency and ωz the angular frequency in the z direction. Spatial density
profile of the Bose-Einstein condensate and axial density profile(1-dimension) of
the BEC are shown in Figure (2.1) and Figure(2.2).
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Figure 2.1: Density profile of the semi ideal BEC. Spatial density profile of 23Na
the semi ideal Bose-Einstein condensate of N = 8.3 × 106 atoms at T = 43 nK.
ρ is scaled by the peak density. Trap parameters are chosen to be ωr = 2pi × 69
Hz and ωz = 2pi × 21 Hz.
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Figure 2.2: Axial density profile of the semi ideal BEC.Axial density profile of
23Na the semi ideal Bose-Einstein condensate of N = 8.3× 106 atoms at T = 43
nK. ρ is scaled by the peak density. Trap parameters are chosen to be ωr = 2pi×69
Hz and ωz = 2pi × 21 Hz.
µ is determined from N =
∫
d3~rρ(~r). At temperatures below Tc this yields[29]
µ = µTF
(
N0
N
)2/5
, (2.3.15)
where µTF is the chemical potential evaluated under Thomas-Fermi approxima-
tion and the condensate fraction is given by
N0
N
= 1− x3 − sζ(2)
ζ(3)
x2(1− x3)2/5, (2.3.16)
with x = T/Tc, and ζ is the Riemann-Zeta function. The scaling parameter
s, characterizing the strength of atomic interactions within the condensate, is
calculated to be[29, 28]
s =
µTF
kBTC
=
1
2
ζ(3)1/3
(
15N1/6
as
ah
)2/5
. (2.3.17)
Here, ah =
√
~/m(ωzω2r)1/3 denotes the average harmonic oscillator length scale.
At temperatures above the TC , µ can be determined from Li3(z) = ζ(3)/x
3,
where Li3(.) is the third-order polylogarithm function. The semi-ideal model has
a wide-range of validity in representing density distribution of a trapped Bose gas
at finite temperature provided that s < 0.4[29]. At the same time the interactions
are assumed to be strong enough to ensure µÀ ~ωr,z so that kinetic energy of the
condensate can be neglected according to the Thomas-Fermi approximation. In
typical slow-light experiments in cold atomic gases, s remains within these limits.
We shall use the semi-ideal model given density profile ρ in our investigations of
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propagation and dispersion of slow pulses and present our explicit results in the
next section.
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3 ELECTRIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
The optical properties of atomic and molecular gases are fundementally tied to
their intrinsic enery-level structure. The linear response of an atom to resonant
light is described by the first-order susceptibility χ(1). The imaginary part of this
susceptibility Im[χ(1)] determines the absorption, while the real part Re[χ(1)] de-
termines the refractive index [7]. One can calculate susceptibility via local density
approximation. We determine the electric susceptibility χ of BEC consisting of
such three-level atoms in EIT scheme and refractive index enhancement scheme.
If we obtain electric susceptibility χ(1) of an single atom, we can find the suscep-
tibility of the system;
χ ≈ ρ(r)χ(1). (3.0.1)
3.1 Electromagnetically induced transparency
EIT is a technique for making cancellation of induced absorption to weak probe
field tuned in resonance to an atomic transition by applying a strong resonant
electromagnetic field to couple coherently another atomic transition[4]. Under
EIT refractively thick gaseous medium becomes transparent to the probe beam.
In order to formulate the effect, we consider a three-level atom, where the atomic
states are denoted by |1〉 , |2〉 and |3〉, Λ-type atom interacting with two lasers.
Interaction of electromagnetic field with such an atom, under electric dipole ap-
proximation, can be described by a Hamiltonian of the form H = H0+H1, where
H0 = ~ω1|1 >< 1|+ ~ω2|2 >< 2|+ ~ω3|3 >< 3|,
H1 = −e~r · ~E(t). (3.1.2)
Here, H0 and H1 are unperturbed and interaction parts of the Hamiltonian, re-
spectively. Probe laser, with angular frequency ωp, is tuned to transition |1 > to
|3 > while coupling laser, with angular frequency ωc, is tuned to transition |2 >
to |3 >. We have assumed that only |3 > → |1 > and |3 > → |2 > transitions
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are dipole allowed. The interaction part of the hamiltonian for the (EIT) system
can be calculated by evaluating
H1 = −(|1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|+ |3〉〈3|)e~r · ~E(t)(|1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|+ |3〉〈3|). (3.1.3)
Denoting dipole matrix elements µ31 = µ
∗
13 = e〈3|r|1〉 , µ32 = µ∗23 = e〈3|r|2〉 ,
µ12 = µ
∗
21 = e〈1|r|2〉 and introducing slowly varying amplitudes for the electric
fields Ep(t) = (εp/2) exp(−iωt) and Ec(t) = (εc/2) exp(−iωct), Rabi frequency
for the coupling laser can be written as Ωc = µ32 εc/~. Interaction part of the
hamiltonian becomes
H1 = −~
2
{µ31 ε
~
exp(−iωt)|3〉〈1|
+
µ13 ε
~
exp(iωt)|1〉〈3|
+ Ωc exp(−iωct)|3〉〈2|+ Ωc exp(iωct)|2〉〈3|} (3.1.4)
Including the decay terms phenomenologically, to take into account the finite life
time of the atomic levels, to the Liouville Equation i~ρ˙ = [H, ρ], density matrix
equation become[56]
ρ˙ = − i
~
[H, ρ]− 1
2
{Γ, ρ} (3.1.5)
where Γ is the relaxation matrix,which is defined by the equation < n |Γ |m >=
γn δnm . At the same time the relation between Γ and ρ is given by {Γ, ρ} =
Γρ+ρΓ. In terms of the matrix elements, explicit equation is given by (3.1.5) [56]
ρ˙ij = − i~
∑
k
(Hikρkj − ρikHkj)− 1
2
∑
k
(Γikρkj + ρikΓkj). (3.1.6)
The equation of motion for the density matrix elements ρ31 and ρ21 are given by
˙ρ31 = −(iω31 + Γ3
2
)ρ31
− i
2
µ31ε
~
exp(−iωt)(ρ33 − ρ11) + i
2
Ωc exp(−iωct)ρ21 (3.1.7)
˙ρ21 = −(iω21 + Γ2
2
)ρ21
− i
2
µ31ε
~
exp(−iωt)ρ23 + i
2
Ωc exp(iωct)ρ31 (3.1.8)
The levels |3 >→ |1 > are coupled by a probe field of amplitude ε and frequency
ω , whose dispersion and absorption we are interested in. The dispersion and
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absorption can be computed by ρ31. All atoms are initially in the ground level
|1 >, ρ(0)11 = 1, ρ(0)22 = ρ(0)33 = ρ(0)31 = 0. In order to solve equation (3.1.7), we can
write the equations in the matrix form [56],R˙ = −MR + A. where R, M and A
are matrix elements. As a result R is given by R =M−1A.
We found for the density matrix element ρ31,
ρ31 =
iµ31ε exp(−iωt)(i∆+ Γ2/2)
2~[(Γ2/2 + i∆)(Γ3/2 + i∆) + Ω
2
c
4
]
(3.1.9)
Finally, we determine the electric susceptibility χ of BEC consisting of such three-
level atoms in EIT scheme. If we use the relationship between electric field, atomic
polarizability and (macroscopic) polarization[56], we find
χ =
ρ|µ31|2
²0~
i(i∆+ Γ2/2)
[(Γ2/2 + i∆)(Γ3/2 + i∆) +
Ω2c
4
]
, (3.1.10)
where ρ = ρ(~r) stands for the inhomogeneous concentration of atoms in an inter-
acting BEC. We consider a gas of N three-level atoms interacting with two laser
beams in Λ configuration as shown in Figure3.1. In this scheme, it is assumed
Figure 3.1: Schematic energy level diagram for EIT. Schematic energy level dia-
gram of a three-level atom interacting with two laser beams in Λ configuration.
that the only dipole forbidden transition is the one between the lower levels. The
upper level is coupled to the lower levels via a strong drive field with frequency
ωc and a weak probe field of frequency ωp. This particular arrangement leads to
the well-known effect of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in which
the absorption of the probe field at resonance is cancelled. The underlying phys-
ical mechanism of EIT is the quantum interference induced by the drive field.
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Quantum coherence established between the lower level doublet put them in a
dark state where excitations to the upper level become impossible. The transition
probabilities destructively interfere for the two possible excitation routes to the
upper level. In addition to turning an optically thick, opaque, medium transpar-
ent, EIT has recently been used for achieving ultra-slow light velocities, owing to
the steep dispersion of the EIT susceptibility near the probe resonance. Suscep-
tibility χ for the probe transition can be calculated as a linear response as most
of the atoms remain in the lowest state. Assuming local density approximation,
neglecting local field, multiple scattering and quantum corrections and employing
steady state analysis, χ was found to be same as in Equation(3.1.11)[56]
χ =
ρ|µ31|2
²0~
i(i∆+ Γ2/2)
[(Γ2/2 + i∆)(Γ3/2 + i∆) + Ω2c/4]
, (3.1.11)
where ∆ = ω31−ωp is the frequency detuning of the probe field with frequency ωp
from the resonant electronic transition ω31. For the cold gases considered in this
paper and assuming co-propagating laser beams, Doppler shift in the detuning is
neglected. Real and imaginer part of the EIT susceptibility is shown in the figures
3.2 and 3.3 respectively. It is assumed that the drive field is at resonance. Ωc is
the Rabi frequency of the drive field; µ31 is the dipole matrix element between
states |3〉 and |1〉 which can also be expressed in terms of resonant wavelength
λ31 of the probe transition via µ
2
31 = 3²0~λ331γ/8pi2 with γ is the radiation decay
rate between |3〉 and |1〉. Γ2 and Γ3 denote the dephasing rates of the atomic
coherences between the appropriate states. ρ stands for a given atomic density.
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Figure 3.2: Real part of the EIT susceptibility. Real part of the electromagneti-
cally induced transparency susceptibility as a function of normalized detuning.
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Figure 3.3: Imaginer part of the EIT susceptibility. Imaginer part of the elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency susceptibility as a function of normalized
detuning.
3.2 Refractive index enhancement scheme
We now consider interaction of this condensate with external fields in a scheme de-
signed for refractive-index enhancement by inducing quantum coherence. Specif-
ically, we assume upper-level microwave scheme has been employed where the
atomic level configuration is shown Figure(3.4). The excited level |3〉 is coupled
1
2
3
Figure 3.4: Schematic energy level diagram of the upper-level microwave scheme.
to the lower level |2〉 via a strong microwave field establishing the quantum co-
herence. Dipole transition between |2〉 and |1〉 is allowed. A pump mechanism
from level |1〉 to |3〉 ensures an ultra high refractive index by maintaining a small
fraction of atoms in level |3〉. By vanishing absorption, susceptibility (χ), becomes
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a real number and can estimated to be [56]
χ =
3λ2
40pi2
ρ(r). (3.2.12)
Here λ is the wavelength of |2〉 and |1〉 transition. For 23Na gas, the wavelength
λ, is 589nm and without local field correction susceptibility χ is 1.55. In our
modelling of the refractive index, we shall specifically consider a gas of N =
8.3× 106 23Na atoms for which M = 23 amu, λ = 589 nm, γ = 2pi × 10.01MHz,
Γ3 = 0.5γ, Γ2 = 2pi × 103 Hz, and as = 2.75 nm. For the parameters of the
trapping potential, we take ωr = 2pi× 69 Hz and ωz = 2pi× 21 Hz as in reference
[1]. Critical temperature for Bose-Einstein condensation for such a gas is found to
be TC = 424 nK. We calculate the refractive index by the formula n =
√
1 + χ. If
we write the susceptibility again, we will obtain where RTF is the Thomas-Fermi
radius which is defined as
√
2µ(T )/mω2r . Here A depends on susceptibility of the
atomic systems. We denote the refractive index, n(r) as
χ(r) =
{
A[{[1− ( r
RTF
)2] r ≤ RTF
0 r ≥ RTF (3.2.13)
n(r) =
{
n1[1− 24( rRTF )2]1/2 r ≤ RTF
n1(1− 2∆)1/2 r ≥ RTF (3.2.14)
where 24 = (n21 − n22)/2n21 [59]. The refractive index is shown in the figure(3.5).
for some numerical parameters.
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Figure 3.5: Display of index of refraction. Index of refraction of the core is dis-
played for some numerical values such as n1 =
√
1 + A = 1.12 and n2 = 1.
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4 LINEAR AND NONLINEAR WAVE PROPAGATION
4.1 Wave equation in dispersive media
In a dispersive media the relation between displacement current vector and elec-
tric field is given by
D = ²(ω)E (4.1.1)
where ²(ω) = ²0[1 + χ(ω)]. Polarization is related to the electric field through
electric susceptibility via P = ²0χ(ω)E. Susceptibility χ(ω) is the Fourier trans-
formation of the response function (Green function) of the medium χ(t), χ(ω) =∫∞
−∞ χ(t) exp(−iωt)dt. Dispersive media are characterized by frequency depen-
dence of susceptibility. Expanding the susceptibility of the dressed atom to second
order about a central frequency ω0, and with P (ω−ω0) ≡ ²0χ(ω−ω0)E(ω−ω0),
yields[20].
χ(ω − ω0) = χ(ω0) + ∂χ
∂ω
|ω0(ω − ω0) +
1
2
∂2χ
∂2ω
|ω0(ω − ω0)2, (4.1.2)
which leads to the polarization[20]
P (t) = ²0χ(ω0)E(t)− i²0 ∂χ
∂ω
|ω0
∂E
∂t
− ²0
2
∂2χ
∂2ω
|ω0
∂2E
∂2t
. (4.1.3)
Maxwell equations in the medium are given by
∇ ·B = 0 (4.1.4)
∇ ·D = ρfree (4.1.5)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(4.1.6)
∇×H = J+ ∂D
∂t
(4.1.7)
In addition, we have the standard constitutive relations D = ²E+P, B = µ0H,
J = σE. In such a medium, propagation of an electromagnetic wave is determined
by a wave equation in the form
−~∇2 ~E + µ0σ∂
~E
∂t
+
1
c2
∂2 ~E
∂2t
= −µ0∂
2 ~P
∂2t
. (4.1.8)
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Employing the slowly varying amplitude approximation, which is described by
conditions,
∂ε
∂t
¿ ωε , ∂ε
∂z
¿ kε (4.1.9)
∂P
∂t
¿ ωP , ∂P
∂z
¿ kP . (4.1.10)
wave equation can be reduced to
∂E
∂z
+ αE +
1
vg
∂E
∂t
+ i b2
∂2E
∂2t
= 0. (4.1.11)
Here, the loss term α, group velocity vg, and dispersion coefficient or the group
velocity dispersion coefficient b2 are given by [20]
α = −ipi
λ
χ(ω0), (4.1.12)
1
vg
=
1
c
− pi
λ
∂χ
∂ω
|ω0 , (4.1.13)
b2 =
pi
2λ
[
∂2χ
∂ω2
|ω0
]
. (4.1.14)
If the incident wave is a Gaussian pulse E(0, t) = exp(−t2/τ 20 ) with width τ0 and
under the uniform density (all the coefficients are constant), we obtain analytical
solution for Equation(4.1.11)[61]
E(z, t) = [
q(0)
q(z)
]2exp(ipi
(t− τd)2
b2q(z)
) (4.1.15)
Here q(z) = z + iz0, z0 = piτ
2
0 /− b2, delay time τd = z/vg and of width
τ(z) = τ0[1 +
z
z0
2
]1/2. (4.1.16)
In the limit z À z0,
τ(z) ≈ τ0 z|z0| = |b2|
z
piτ0
. (4.1.17)
When a short optical pulse enters a medium, its power is dispersed in time there-
fore the pulse spreads into a wider time interval. There are mainly two kind of
dispersion: material dispersion and waveguide dispersion. The group velocity is
defined as
vg =
dω
dk
. (4.1.18)
Here ω(k) = ck/n(k). We obtain for the group velocity
vg =
c
n
[1− k
n
dn
dk
], (4.1.19)
or
vg =
c
n+ ω dn
dω
. (4.1.20)
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4.2 Numerical scheme for ultraslow-light pulse propagation
Detailed investigation of behavior of even shorter pulses require more intensive
numerical studies. Wave equation which is obtained by slowly varying ampli-
tude approximation with time dependent initial condition is solved via finite
difference Crank-Nicolson space marching scheme. The Crank-Nicolson scheme is
less stable but more accurate than the fully implicit method. we discredited the
Equation(4.1.11) as [58]
∂E
∂z
=
(Ei+1j − Eij)
∆z
, (4.2.21)
∂E
∂t
=
(Eij+1 − Eij−1)
2∆t
, (4.2.22)
∂2E
∂2t
=
1
2
(Eij+1 + E
i
j−1 − 2Eij)
(∆t)2
+
1
2
(Ei+1j+1 + E
i+1
j−1 − 2Ei+1j )
(∆t)2
. (4.2.23)
Therefore Equation (4.1.11) becomes
(Ei+1j − Eij)
∆z
+ αEij +
1
2vg
(Eij+1 − Eij−1)
∆t
i b2
2
(Eij+1 + E
i
j−1 − 2Eij + Ei+1j+1 + Ei+1j−1 − 2Ei+1j )
(∆t)2
= 0. (4.2.24)
We assume a Gaussian pulse of the form exp (−β(t− t0)2) at initial time t0,
where
√
β is the pulse width, and propagate it numerically. A dimensionless form
of equation(4.1.11) is solved via finite difference Crank-Nicolson space marching
scheme. We use forward difference scheme for the position and central difference
scheme for the time. Discrete equations in matrix form are solved by using Thomas
algorithm[58] which is analogous to a fast Gaussian elimination method for tridi-
agonal matrices. Wave equation is solved via finite difference Crank-Nicolson
space marching scheme. The Crank-Nicolson scheme is less stable but more accu-
rate than the fully implicit method; it takes the average between the implicit and
the explicit schemes[58]. We discretized the Equation(4.1.11) and a set of linear
equations are solved at each step to find Ei+1 where i represents the position
z. At each step we find Ei+1 but this method is too slow. Accordingly, we use
Thomas algorithm [58] which is equivalent than gaussian elimination method for
tri-diagonal matrices.
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4.3 Propagation and dispersion of ultraslow-light pulses
Probe beam propagates along the condensate axis in the z direction. We treat
the axial propagation of probe beam under paraxial approximation where the
paraxial effects and diffraction losses are ignored. This approximation is valid
when the probe beam radius is much larger than the radial size of the atomic
cloud. In practice, using a pinhole and a flipper mirror, only that portion of
the probe beam passing through the thin central column region of the cloud is
selectively monitored[1]. To develop a one dimensional wave equation including
the high order diffraction effects in the dispersive medium for the short probe
pulse, we follow reference [20].
The probe pulses we shall consider in this paper have carrier frequencies in the
order of 1015 Hz, while their spectral widths are less than of the order of 109
Hz. We will study their propagation under slowly varying phase and envelope
approximations. The wave equation that would govern the propagation of a short
pulse in a dispersive medium has been defined in equation(4.1.11) [20]. We have
also calculated the third order dispersive coefficient b3 and found it to be 7 orders
of magnitude less than b2 for typical experimental parameters[1]. The significant
coefficients for the short pulse propagation can be calculated from the suscepti-
bility using the relations[20]. Here we take λ31 = λ, ωp ≡ ω and ω31 ≡ ω0 for
convenient notation. It may be noted that these expressions lead to complex pa-
rameters in general, as the χ is a complex valued function and the parameters are
merely mathematical coefficients in Equation4.1.11. At EIT resonance however
they lead to physically meaningful, well-defined, real valued absorption coefficient,
group velocity and dispersion coefficient. EIT susceptibility exhibits steep nor-
mal dispersive behavior around the resonance, which allows for the second term in
Equation 4.1.13 become much larger than the first term. This leads to substantial
reduction in the group velocity of the pulse. Such a slow pulse propagates through
the medium without much absorption due to the small imaginary EIT suscepti-
bility at resonance. On the other hand, for short pulses the pulse shape would
also be influenced by the higher order dispersive coefficients, starting from the
group velocity dispersion. Different frequency components would have different
velocities and broadening of the pulse may become significant. Let us emphasize
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that essential physical foundations of these effects are not related to the density
ρ but the dispersive properties of the EIT susceptibility. Indeed, slow laser pulses
have been observed in various media, including hot rubidium vapor[21, 22], ultra-
cold Bose gas[1], and in solid crystals[23]. When Rabi frequency for the coupling
field is sufficiently large such that Ωc À Γ2,3, we can calculate these parameters
characterizing propagation and dispersion of slow EIT pulses explicitly as follows
α =
2piρ|µ31|2Γ2
²0~λΩ2c
, (4.3.25)
vg =
c²0~Ω2c
2ω31|µ31|2ρ, (4.3.26)
b2 = i
8piΓ3|µ31|2ρ
²0~λΩ4c
. (4.3.27)
It should be noted that the result for vg is valid when
Γ2,3 ¿ Ωc ¿
√
4pic|µ31|2ρ/²0~ =
√
3
4pi
cλ3γρ. (4.3.28)
For ρ ∼ 1020 − 1021m−3, the upper limit would be 5γ − 15γ. In this paper we
consider Ωc = 0.56γ − 5γ. Corresponding electric field of the coupling laser then
would be in the range 102−103V/m, with power densities 13−1300 W/m2. Ωc =
0.56γ is used in typical experiments[1]. We shall discuss possible enhancement of
bit storage capacity by selecting particular Ωc within this range. According to
their dependencies on the Ωc, we see that increasing Ωc reduces the dispersive
effects significantly, but simultaneously it reduces the storage time of the pulses
in the condensate as the group velocity would rise. It is illuminating to realize
that decrease of delay time (storage time) is much slower than the decrease of
dispersion coefficient with the Ωc. This can be exploited to find a critical Ωc for
which number of probe pulses injected into the medium within the storage time
would be optimized.
We note that for extremely large Ωc, one should use the following expression
instead
vg = c
(
1− 4pic|µ31|
2ρ
²0~Ω2c
)
(4.3.29)
For a uniform density medium the equation(4.1.11) can be solved analytically[61].
An initial temporally short gaussian pulse after propagating in the medium of
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length L is then found to be delayed with respect to a reference pulse propagating
in vacuum by td = L/vg − L/c. During that time, the pulse would broaden due
to second-order dispersion. Leaving the medium, it would grow to a final width
of
τ(L) = τ0
√
1 + (L/z0)2, (4.3.30)
with τ0 is the initial temporal width of the pulse, and z0 = −piτ 20 /b2. For LÀ z0
we get τ(L) = |b2|L/piτ0.
In general, ρ = ρ(r, z) is a spatially varying function, whose profile depends on
temperature, inter-atomic interactions and confinement potential. Assuming slow
spatial variations within an optical wavelength the wave equation remains the
same. The only effect of spatial inhomogeneity would be to give group velocity
and its dispersion local character. As a result, the time delay td can be calcu-
lated through a spatial averaging of the group velocity field[26]. Experimentally
measured group velocity is then operationally defined by vg = L/td, where the
effective axial length of the medium is evaluated by
L =
[
4pi
N
∫ ∞
0
rdr
∫ ∞
0
dzz2ρ(r, z)
]1/2
. (4.3.31)
The axial length L is an effective length corresponding to the axial width of the
density distribution. It may be noted that more exact treatments can be used
to determine the effective length of an interacting BEC as discussed in detail
very recently[27]. There is no simple operational definition for the broadening
of the pulse. One has to either determine the output pulse shape from exact
numerical simulations of the wave equation or refer to uniform density results
for qualitative studies. While it is the atomic density which determines the local
group velocity and its dispersion, after spatial averaging, the group velocity and
broadening of the pulse would become explicitly dependent on the temperature,
interactions between the atoms as well as the other physical parameters due to
the confinement potential. In order to elucidate these dependencies, it is necessary
to define ρ concretely and discuss how it is shaped by such physical parameters.
We shall specifically consider an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate as the medium
of propagation in this paper and review its density profile in the next section.
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4.4 Light propagation and mode dispersion
We use the cylindrical coordinate system because the refractive index profile
n(r) is cylindrically symmetric. If we take transverse component of the linearly
polarized electric field of the (LP) modes as in reference [59]
Et = ψ(r)e
ilφ exp[i(ωt− βlmz)]. (4.4.32)
Here l,m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , φ is the absolute phase and βlm is the propagation
constant in the z direction. The wave equation for the field vector field Et is:
[∇2 + k2]Et = 0. (4.4.33)
where k2 = ω2n2/c2 and ∇2 is the Laplacian operator in the cylindrical coordi-
nate. The relationship between angular frequency and wave number (propagation
constant in the radial direction) is:
ω2 =
c2
n2
(β2lm ∓ q2). (4.4.34)
Here the radial wave number q2 = k2x + k
2
y. If we put equation (4.4.32) in the
equation (4.4.33),we will obtain:
[
d2
dr2
+
1
r
d
dr
+ p2(r)]ψ(r) = 0, (4.4.35)
in which p2(r) = k20n
2(r) − β2lm − l2/r2.[59] Since the refractive index does not
vary appreciably over the distance on the order of one wavelength, WKB ap-
proximation may be used for solving the graded-index BEC reference [59]. In
this approximation ψ(r) is generally taken in the following form in order to solve
equation (4.4.35).
ψ(r) = eiS(r), (4.4.36)
where S(r) is a complex function of r. Applying the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantiza-
tion rule to the p(r) [62], the mode becomes∫ r2
r1
[k20n
2(r)− β2lm −
l2
r2
]1/2dr = (m+
1
2
)pi, (4.4.37)
Here k0 = 2pi/λ and m = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... The mode condition can be solved analyti-
cally for the propagation constant βlm [59]. For the general case equation (4.4.37)
becomes
(
k20n
2
1 − β2lm
(2n1k0
√
24)/R − |l|)
pi
2
= (m+
1
2
)pi. (4.4.38)
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If we solve equation (4.4.38),we obtain the propagation constant, β in the z
direction which is defined as [59]
βlm = n1k0[1− 2(24)
1/2
n1k0R
K]1/2, (4.4.39)
where K = (l+2m+1). The propagation constant β, depends on the frequency of
the light. This frequency dependence determines the dispersion of the waveguide.
Optical pulse waves can be dispersive because of the material used as the graded-
index fiber. Propagation constant is defined in terms of mode index βlm = nlmk0 =
nlm(n1, n2, ω)ω/c. The group velocity vg is defined as
1
vg
=
dβlm
dω
=
ω
c
(
∂nlm
∂n1
∂n1
∂ω
+
∂nlm
∂n2
∂n2
∂ω
+
∂nlm
∂ω
) +
nlm
c
. (4.4.40)
Here, the first two terms in the square bracket are the contribution from mate-
rial dispersion, the third term is waveguide dispersion [59]. Therefore the group
velocity is characterized by
vg =
c
nlm + ω
∂nlm
∂n1
∂n1
∂ω
+ ω ∂nlm
∂n2
∂n2
∂ω
+ ω ∂nlm
∂ω
. (4.4.41)
Here c is the speed of the light in the free space.
4.5 Numerical scheme for optical waveguiding
More accurate results may be obtained using a numerical scheme in order to
solve Equation 4.4.35. For that purpose it is assumed that the index of refraction
increases incrementally from the edge to the center of the core. If the number
of increments is high enough, this model will be a faithful representation of the
conditions prevailing in the inhomogeneous core. If the turning point is in the
interval m then the solution of the equation(4.4.35) in the interval i < m will be
ψ = AiJl(qir) +BiYl(qir) (4.5.42)
where Jl , Yl are Bessel functions of the first and second kind of order l. qi is√
ω2n2i /c
2 − β2. ni is the index of refraction in the interval i. For i > m, the
index of refraction is lower than that of the turning point and accordingly the
solution of the wave equation becomes
ψ = AiIl(qir) +BiKl(qir) (4.5.43)
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where Il, Kl are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind. In that
case qi is
√−ω2n2i /c2 + β2. The boundary conditions are B0 = 0 (The wave is
bounded at the origin) and AN+1 = 0 (the wave does not diverge at infinity.)
The function ψ and its radial derivative is continuous. This continuity provides a
recurrence relation between successive coefficientsAi, Bi. For i < m the recurrence
relation is more stable for increasingm. The coefficients Am and Bm at the turning
point may be calculated from A0 or alternatively they may be derived from BN+1.
In both derivations the ratio Am/Bm must have the same value. The preservation
of this ratio provides an equation for the wave number β.
4.6 Nonlinear wave propagation
We will study propagation of short pulses under slowly varying phase and envelope
approximations in nonlinear regime. The wave equation that would govern the
propagation of a short pulse in a dispersive medium can be found to be. Total
polarization is related to the electric field through electric susceptibility via P =
P(l)+P(nl) where P(l) = ²0χ(ω)
(1)E and Pnl = ²0(χ(ω)
(2) : EE+χ(ω)(2) : EEE).
Dispersive media are characterized by frequency dependence of susceptibility.
Expanding the linear susceptibility χ(1) of the dressed atom to second order about
a central frequency ω0, and with the nonlinear term
P (ω − ω0, E) = ²0χ(ω − ω0)(1)E(ω − ω0)
+ ²0χ
(2) : EE+ ²0χ
(3) : EEE, (4.6.44)
where linear susceptibility is defined as
χ(ω − ω0)(1) = χ(ω0) + ∂χ
∂ω
|ω0(ω − ω0)
+
1
2
∂2χ
∂2ω
|ω0(ω − ω0)2, (4.6.45)
which leads to the polarization[20]
P (t) = ²0χ(ω0)
(1)E(t)− i²0∂χ
(1)
∂ω
|ω0
∂E
∂t
− ²0
2
∂2χ(1)
∂2ω
|ω0
∂2E
∂2t
+ ²0χ
(2) : EE+ ²0χ
(3) : EEE. (4.6.46)
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In slowly varying approximation scheme, maxwell wave equation is written as
∂E
∂z
+
1
c
∂E
∂t
=
ik
2ε0
P. (4.6.47)
If we use equation(4.6.46) in equation(4.6.47), we will get nonlinear wave equation
for the optical pulse.
∂E
∂z
+ αE +
1
vg
∂E
∂t
+ i b2
∂2E
∂t2
+ iη|E|2E = 0, (4.6.48)
where α determines the pulse attenuation; vg is the group velocity, b2 is the
second-order dispersion coefficient, or the group velocity dispersion, and η is the
nonlinear optical Kerr coefficient. We have also calculated the third order disper-
sive coefficient b3 and found it to be 7 orders of magnitude less than b2 for typical
experimental parameters[1]. The coefficients above for the short pulse propagation
can be calculated from the susceptibility
α = − ipi
λ
χ(ω0), (4.6.49)
1
vg
=
1
c
− pi
λ
∂χ
∂ω
|ω0 , (4.6.50)
b2 =
pi
2λ
[
∂2χ
∂ω2
|ω0
]
, (4.6.51)
η = −pi
λ
χ(3)(ω0). (4.6.52)
Here we take λ31 = λ, ωp ≡ ω and ω31 ≡ ω0 for convenient notation. It may be
noted that these expressions lead to complex parameters in general, as the χ is a
complex valued function and the parameters are merely mathematical coefficients
in equation(4.6.48). At EIT resonance however they lead to physically meaning-
ful well-defined real valued absorption coefficient, group velocity and dispersion
coefficient. When Rabi frequency for the coupling field is sufficiently large such
that Ωc À Γ2,3, we get
α =
2piρ|µ31|2Γ2
²0~λΩ2c
, (4.6.53)
vg =
c²0~Ω2c
2ω31|µ31|2ρ, (4.6.54)
b2 = i
8piΓ3|µ31|2ρ
²0~λΩ4c
, (4.6.55)
η = i
4ρ|µ31|4Γ2
3ε0~3Γ3
(Γ2 + Γ3)
Ω4c
. (4.6.56)
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It should be noted that the result for vg is valid when
Γ2,3 ¿ Ωc ¿
√
4pic|µ31|2ρ/²0~ =
√
3
4pi
cλ3γρ. (4.6.57)
χ(2) is finite only for asymmetric systems. Our system (BEC) is symmetric so
second harmonic ,χ(2) is zero.
4.7 Transmission with electromagnetically induced transparency
In the ideal EIT medium with resonant control field, transmitivity is given by[7]
∆ωtrans =
Ω2c√
Γ3γ
1√
ρσz
. (4.7.58)
Here ρ is the peak density of the Bose-Einstein condensate, σ = 3λ2/2pi is the
absorption cross section of an atom, and z is the length of the medium.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Dispersive effects on BEC
Let us first compare the relative strength of the last two terms of the wave equa-
tion. The third term describes the group velocity dispersion while the last (fourth)
one is for the second order dispersion. We have analytically calculated the sec-
ond order dispersion coefficient b2. Substituting the numerical values taken from
experiment[1], where as = 2.75 nm, ωr = 2pi× 69Hz,ωz = 2pi× 21Hz, we numeri-
cally evaluated it to be in the order of b2 ∼ 10−9 s2/m about the center of a 23Na
condensate with the total number of atoms N = 8.3 × 106. For some other set
of experimentally accessible parameters we have found b2 ∼ 10−8 s2/m. We have
also checked third order dispersion coefficient and have found it ∼ 10−15 s3/m,
which is insignificant. Taking the ratio of the third term to the fourth term, we
find that the condition for dispersion to be significant is (τ/VG)×109 ¿ 1, where
τ denotes the temporal pulse width . Subluminal light speeds achieved using 23Na
BECs are in the order of 1−100(m/s). This yields τ ¿ 10−8. This explains clearly
laser pulses used in present slow-light experiments in condensates do not suffer
from dispersion. They are however not the optimal choice for a higher capacity
optical memory. One could use a ten times shorter pulse so that τ ∼ 10−7. Such
a pulse would be influenced by little dispersion in the condensate and would be
an optimal choice to use in optical memories. We present our numerical simu-
lation results in Figs.5.1-5.2 for the propagation of pulses of widths 10−6s and
10−7s, respectively. In the figures we use dimensionless scaled position (z) and
time variables. Position is scaled by the condensate radius while time is scaled
by the pulse width. Diameter of the BEC is ∼ 50µm. Effect of second order
dispersion is a small broadening in the temporal pulse width as demonstrated
in Figure(5.2), where, behavior of the pulse about the center of the condensate,
where the dispersive effects are most influential, is shown.[50]
In our numerical calculations of the theoretical results presented in the preceding
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Figure 5.1: Contour plot of the propagation of pulse width τ = 10−6s. Contour
plot of the propagation of an EIT pulse of width τ = 10−6s through a 23Na BEC
is displayed and time and position are in dimensionless units as explained in the
text.
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Figure 5.2: Contour plot of the propagation of pulse width τ = 10−7s. Contour
plot of the propagation of an EIT pulse of width τ = 10−7s through a 23Na BEC
is shown and time and position are in dimensionless units as explained in the
text.
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section, we shall specifically consider a gas of N = 8.3×106 23Na atoms for which
M = 23 amu, λ0 = 589 nm, γ = 2pi×10.01 MHz, Γ3 = 0.5γ, Γ2 = 2pi×103 Hz, and
as = 2.75 nm. For the parameters of the trapping potential, we take ωr = 2pi×69
Hz and ωz = 2pi × 21 Hz as in reference [1]. The coupling field Rabi frequency is
taken to be Ωc = 0.56γ[1]. Critical temperature for Bose-Einstein condensation
of such a gas is found to be TC = 424 nK. We illustrate the spatial density profile
of the condensate in the axial (z) direction at T = 43 nK in figure.(5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Axial density profile of BEC. Axial density profile of 23Na the Bose-
Einstein condensate of N = 8.3×106 atoms at T = 43 nK. ρ is scaled by the peak
density. Trap parameters are chosen to be ωr = 2pi× 69 Hz and ωz = 2pi× 21 Hz.
Due to spatially inhomogeneous density, the linear dielectric susceptibility
would also be spatially inhomogeneous. In this case, group velocity defined by
equation(4.6.54) would have a local character. Under EIT conditions, when the
light pulse enters the condensate from the thermal component of the gas, its
group speed exhibits a dramatic slowing down as shown in figure(5.4). Here we
consider resonant probe pulse with ∆ = 0. Within the condensate region, at
such low temperatures, the group velocity remains roughly at the same ultraslow
value. The pulse rapidly accelerates to high speeds when it leaves the condensate
at the interface to thermal component. Before and after the thermal component,
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the pulse is assumed to be propagating in vacuum. In practice, group velocity is
measured in terms of time delay of the pulse with respect to a reference pulse
propagating in vacuum over the same distance with the gas. To make comparisons
with this operational definition of the group velocity, one needs to make careful
spatial averaging of the theoretical group velocity[26].
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Figure 5.4: Spatial dependence of group velocity. Spatial dependence of the local
group velocity of a resonant probe pulse along the z-axis, with ∆ = 0, propagating
through a 23Na the Bose-Einstein condensate of N = 8.3× 106 atoms at T = 43
nK under EIT scheme. The parameters used are M = 23 amu, as = 2.75 nm,
λ0 = 589 nm, γ = 2pi × 10.01 MHz, Γ3 = 0.5γ, Ωc = 0.56γ, Γ2 = 2pi × 103 Hz.
The other coefficients in the wave equation are also locally defined. The coefficient
of absorption and the second-order dispersion coefficient are shown in figure(5.5)
and in figure(5.6), respectively. Under EIT conditions, imaginary part χ′′ of χ is
small, despite the large condensate density. For large Ωc we have χ
′′ ∼ ρΓ2/Ω2c .
For short pulse propagation we shall see that the major source of reduction in
the peak of the pulse would be the temporal broadening due to dispersion. The
absorption over the small size of the BEC is negligibly small. Taking α = 103m−1
and L = 100µm, we can roughly estimate attenuation of the pulse by exp (−αL),
which yields about 90% transmission. The loss term can be made smaller by using
larger Rabi frequencies for the coupling control field. The positive sign of α reflects
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Figure 5.5: The absorption coefficient. Position dependence of the absorption
coefficient α along the z-axis is displayed. The parameters are the same with
those of figure(5.4)
its effect on the pulse as the decrease of the pulse intensity. The broadening of
the pulse on the other hand is independent of the sign of b2, as can be deduced
from equation(4.3.30).
The region over which dispersive effects are most strong is a small region near
the center of the cloud as can be seen in figure(5.6). The size of this region
can be determined by the width L of the density distribution, since b2 is pro-
portional to ρ. It is quite smaller than the classical boundary
√
2µ/mω2z . As
an example, L ≈ 26µm in figure(5.3), while the condensate is extended over
a size of ∼ 140µm. In such a small region, spatial variations of ρ can be ig-
nored so that ρ ≈ ρ(r = 0, z = 0) ≡ ρ0. When a pulse of width τ0 enters into
this strongly dispersive zone, its final width would approximately broaden to
τ(L) = τ0
√
1 + κ2(ρ0L)2/τ 40 , where κ = 3Γ3γλ
2/pi2Ω4c . Broadening of the pulse
depends on the density profile of the medium through its characteristic param-
eters, its peak value ρ0, and its width L. For small dispersion, change in the
pulse width would be proportional to (ρ0L)
2. For the given ρ within the semi-
ideal model, L demonstrates the well-known temperature variation[28] as shown
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Figure 5.6: Second-order dispersion coefficient. Axial spatial profile of the second-
order dispersion coefficient b2 for the parameters same with those of figure(5.4).
Vertical axis is scaled by the peak value of b2 which is ∼ 0.108 s2/nm.
in figure(5.7). At a given temperature, L has been evaluated by equation(4.3.31).
At very high temperatures, T À TC , classical thermal radius would be ∼
√
T
according to the equipartition theorem. In the temperature range of figure(5.7),
beyond TC , L is changing linearly with T . It might be illuminating to rewrite
equation(4.3.31) as L =
√
(4pi/N)(〈z2〉C + 〈z2〉T ). Here, 〈z2〉C,T stands for a mean
square axial distance evaluated using either condensate (C) or thermal density
(T) distribution. The sharp drop of the width of the distribution just below Tc is
due to the emergence of condensed component with relatively high density about
the center of the cloud. As T becomes lower, thermal component shrinks, while
the condensate part expands slowly about the center of the cloud. L eventually
saturates down to Thomas-Fermi width at zero temperature. The thermal behav-
ior of the peak density is also well-known[29, 28]. At high temperatures it shows
∼ 1/T 3/2 decay consistent with classical gas behavior. Just below TC , ρ0 grows
rapidly due to emerging relatively dense condensate about the center of the cloud.
At extremely low temperatures, ρ0 saturates to Thomas-Fermi density.
Figure(5.8) describes dependence of broadening on temperature and interatomic
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interaction. At extremely low temperatures, L and ρ0 are determined by the
condensate part and they change slowly with T . For increasing T , thermal part
expands beyond the boundaries of the condensate, so that L will be contributed
significantly by the thermal part. Except at temperatures close to TC , ρ0 is domi-
nated by the condensate part, which exhibits slow dependence on T in comparison
to that of L. As a result, the product ρ0L grows, following the expansion of ther-
mal component, up to a point just below TC , where ρ0 dramatically drops to
dilute thermal density value due to rapid disappearance of the dense condensate
component. After that peak point, ρ0 shows faster variation with T relative to
that of L. Hence, the shape of broadening curve is characterized by the ther-
mal behavior of ρ0. At temperatures higher than TC , broadening decreases with
temperature. At such high temperatures, L grows slowly (almost linear) while
ρ0 decreases like 1/T
3/2. Thus their product becomes a decreasing function with
T . Summarizing, the broadening is determined by the density profile through its
characteristic product ρ0L. As ρ0 and L exhibit competing thermal behaviors,
a peak arises just before the TC , a signature of emerging condensate being a
strongly dispersive region. Before the peak point, it is L which shapes the tem-
perature dependence of the broadening. After the peak point, broadening behaves
analogous to the thermal behavior of ρ0.
Earlier studies indicate that group velocity depends on the strength of atomic
interactions within the condensate which is characterized by the s-wave scattering
length as. As the as grow longer, the group velocity of the pulse within the BEC
becomes faster[35]. In order to discuss the influence of atomic interactions on
broadening of the pulse, we first note that below TC the atomic energies are so
low that, there is only as, s-wave scattering length, to characterize the strength of
interactions within the condensate component. At higher temperatures beyond
TC , the interactions has no effect within the semi-ideal model where thermal
gas is dilute and non-interacting. In figure(5.8), we see that as the as increases,
the broadening decreases when T < TC . According to semi-ideal model density
profile, we get ρ0 = µ/U at T < TC , from which we conclude ρ0 ∼ 1/a3/5s . This
is intuitively expected, as the increase of repulsive atomic interactions results in
lower densities. The width of the atomic cloud would slightly increase with as.
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The increase of the size of the condensate can be estimated from the Thomas-
Fermi axial radius given by
√
2µ/mω2z ∼ a1/5s . Thus, we see that the increase of L
would be slower than the decrease of the ρ0, so that ρ0L and hence the broadening
would reduce with as. This conclusion remains the same at higher temperatures
where the thermal length scale becomes dominant in determining L, and it is not
influenced by as. Thus, broadening decreases due to decrease of ρ0. Beyond TC , the
density profile is semi-classically determined and is independent of as. The semi-
ideal model density profile becomes not as good description of the condensate
when the interactions characterized by the scaling parameter s becomes larger
than 0.4, corresponding to as ∼ 7 nm. For 23Na cloud, as = 2.75 nm. The higher
as may be achieved by utilizing Feshbach resonance technique[37, 38, 39] or by
considering alternative atoms.
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Figure 5.7: Thermal behavior of the ρ0 and the effective axial length L. Thermal
behavior of the peak ρ0 and the effective axial length L of the atomic density
distribution, given by the semi-ideal model are shown. The parameters are the
same with those of figure(5.4).
Our approach in determining the pulse broadening using the effective medium
width L , as we will show below, gives qualitatively accurate behavior of the
broadening but overestimates it. In an actual pulse propagation, a pulse of width
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τ0 would be prepared far from the gaseous medium. Before reaching to the most
dispersive zone about the center of the cloud, the pulse would pass through the
thermal cloud and then through the edges of the condensate. Due to the inhomo-
geneous density profile, when the pulse arrives to the center of the cloud, it would
already be much broader than τ0. As a result it would suffer less from dispersion
than the one predicted above. Despite the lack of actual input value τ0 for our
analysis above, the overall qualitative behavior is expected to be accurate. To
test this expectation and to justify our effective central dispersive zone treatment
agree qualitatively with the exact pulse behavior, we now investigate the varia-
tion of the pulse width with distance of propagation, taking into account the full
spatially inhomogeneous density profile of the gaseous medium.
We have performed extensive numerical simulations at various T and con-
firmed that despite being an overestimation, the qualitative behavior predicted
in figure(5.8) correctly describes the results obtained by the exact solution. We
present typical results of our simulations in Figs.5.10-5.12. For a nanosecond
pulse, at T = 43 nK, broadening is ∼ 3µs which can be seen in figure(5.9). This
is much smaller than the result found by the uniform density calculation, which
gives ∼ 100µs at the same temperature in figure(5.8). More moderate broadening
is obtained for a pulse of width 0.1µs and shown in figure(5.11). As a rule of
thumb, we assume that broadening is not significantly large if it is less than a
factor of 2. A microsecond pulse broadens by a factor of ∼ 1.7 as can be seen
in figure(5.12). For longer pulses therefore we conclude that broadening is not
significant.
In early ultraslow light experiments microsecond pulses were used[1]. Previ-
ous theoretical models ignore dispersion effects in the pulse propagation. While
they can be used to describe observed group velocities, they cannot explain the
transmitted pulse shape adequately. High-order dispersion, absorption, transverse
diffraction, and off-resonant transitions to upper levels not included in the three-
level model cause imperfect transition, and result in reduction of the transmit-
ted peak intensity. We have already argued that absorption, though still present
even under EIT conditions, makes a little effect over the small BEC size. Trans-
verse diffraction due to paraxial pulse propagation is also not too strong[35]. To
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Figure 5.8: Thermal behavior of the broadening of a nanosecond pulse obtained
analytically by an effective dispersive zone treatment. The solid, dashed, dotted
and dot-dashed lines are for as = 2.75, 3.75, 5.75 nm, and as = 7 nm, respectively.
The other parameters are the same with those of figure(5.4) [51, 54].
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Figure 5.9: Thermal behavior of the broadening of a nanosecond pulse deter-
mined by numerical simulations. The solid and dashed lines are for as = 2.75 nm
and as = 7 nm, respectively. The other parameters are the same with those of
figure(5.4) [51, 54]
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characterize the contribution of second-order dispersion on the reduction of the
peak intensity, propagation of a microsecond pulse is simulated and presented in
figure(5.12). This result indicates that in addition to off-resonant transitions to
other levels, broadening of the pulse also contributes to the observed drop of the
transmitted peak intensity. [51]
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Figure 5.10: Propagation of a nanosecond pulse through the interacting BEC.
Time (t) is scaled by 0.4µs. and position (z) is by 10µm. The parameters are the
same with those of figure(5.4) [51, 54].
While microsecond pulses are good to minimize dispersive effects, shorter pulses
may be more attractive for optical information processing. The question we would
like to now address is if such shorter pulses can still be stored as efficiently via EIT
scheme in atomic ultracold gases. We may characterize coherent optical informa-
tion storage capacity through a parameter given by C = L/2vgτ(L). It measures
number of probe pulses simultaneously present in BEC without significant over-
lap. The storage time is taken to be the delay time of the pulses, ts = L/vg.
We choose an ideal repetition rate of the pulse train to be 1/2τ(L). The pulses
are assumed to be stored in the central region of the cloud, whose length L is
given by equation(4.3.31). It is the same with the effective central dispersive zone
considered in the analytical broadening calculation. In this region ρ ≈ ρ0 is ap-
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proximately uniform at its peak value, leading to spatially homogeneous vg, that
can be seen in figure(5.4). More explicitly, C becomes
C =
L
2τ0
√
4pi2Ω4c/9λ
4γ2ρ2 + 4L2Γ23/pi
2τ 40Ω
4
c
. (5.1.1)
The second term under the square root in the denominator represents the second-
order dispersive contribution. When dispersion is not too strong, C could be made
higher by increasing ρ. On the other hand, it is not very simple task to increase
ρ for BEC. Besides, it implicitly and indirectly affects the dispersive term via
L. For a given τ0, more explicit and direct control parameter would be Ωc. C
exhibits a non-trivial dependence on Ωc, which is illustrated in figure(5.13). We
observe that for given atomic cloud, and τ0, there is an optimum choice of Ωc.
figure(5.13) also compares C for different τ0. We deduce that, for a wide range
of Ωc it is indeed possible to inject more pulses by using shorter τ0. However,
reducing τ0 from 1µs to 0.01µs, one cannot hope to increase the capacity 100
times more. Instead, due to dispersive effects, only by using a critical coupling
laser Rabi frequency, storage capacity can be made maximum. The maximum
achievable capacity Cmax is independent of τ0, and is found to be
Cmax =
√
3γλ2Lρ
32Γ3
, (5.1.2)
which is evaluated at the critical coupling Rabi frequency, Ωc0, given by
Ωc0 =
(
3Γ3λ
2γρL
pi2τ 20
)1/4
. (5.1.3)
These results suggest that shorter pulses can be stored in the cloud as efficiently
as microsecond pulses. The storage time ts0 when Ωc = Ωc0 becomes
ts0 = τ0
(√
3λ
√
γ
2
√
Γ3
)(√
ρL
)
. (5.1.4)
We note that analytical result of C underestimates the actual value of it, as τ(L)
is overestimated. Due to spatial inhomogeneity, τ0, pulse width just before the
central zone, would be larger than the width of the original pulse prepared away
from the atomic cloud, so that τ(L) would be smaller. vg would remain the same
under any pulse width change. As a result, actual C would be higher than the
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Figure 5.11: Propagation of a pulse of width 0.1µs through the interacting BEC.
Time (t) is scaled by 0.4µs. and position (z) is by 10µm. The parameters are the
same with those of figure(5.4).
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Figure 5.12: Propagation of a microsecond pulse through the interacting BEC.
Time (t) is scaled by 0.4µs. and position (z) is by 10µm. The parameters are the
same with those of figure(5.4) [51, 54].
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Figure 5.13: Coherent optical information storage capacity C (dimensionless) as
a function of coupling field Rabi frequency Ωc, scaled by γ. Parameters used are
L = 100µm, τ0 = 1µs (solid line), τ0 = 0.1µs (dashed line), τ0 = 0.01µs (dot-
dashed line), ρ = 1021m−3. The other parameters are the same with those of
figure(5.4) [51, 54].
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one predicted above. The analytical expressions are mainly good for predicting
qualitative behavior of C with ΩC , and providing a lower limit for its value.
[51, 52]
5.2 Ultraslow optical waveguiding in BEC
We investigate ultraslow waveguiding by BEC under EIT conditions. By con-
sidering slightly off-resonant EIT pulses propagating in a BEC, tightly trapped
in transverse dimensions, possibility of weakly guided regime with few modes is
shown. Single mode condition is established. Thermal behavior of the number of
optical modes that can be supported by the BEC will be shown. Group speeds
of each mode will be determined, taken into account EIT dispersion as well as
the waveguide dispersion. Mode patterns will be studied numerically. Under EIT
conditions, in equation(4.4.41) when we compare waveguide dispersion with the
material dispersion, material dispersion is much bigger than the waveguide dis-
persion, therefore we can neglect waveguide dispersion term. Mode index nlm is
equal to 1.01968 under EIT scheme, so we can take it as 1. The dependence of β on
mode indices l,m causes the different modes to have phase velocities vp = ω/βlm
as well as group velocities vg = dω/dβlm [59]. Above existing circumstances, we
can define the group velocity as,
vg =
c
1 + ω ∂nlm
∂n1
∂n1
∂ω
. (5.2.5)
We illustrate the group velocity as a function of K at the temperature T =
42nK in figure(5.14). We calculate the group velocity for the eit condition un-
der some numerical parameters; n1 = 1.01968, 24 = 0.2, R = 21.1µm and
k0 = 1.06675 × 107(1/m) . The group velocity is vg = 29.9m/sec for the single
mode under eit condition. As seen in the figure (5.14) group velocity increases
with the mode number K which is defined as (l + 2m + 1). The normalized
frequency which determines the maximum mode condition is computed from def-
inition V = 45. Under EIT conditions, if we compare imaginary and real parts
of the susceptibility;imaginary part χ
′′
of χ is very small. We consider a gas of
N = 8.3× 106 23Na atoms for which M = 23 amu, λ0 = 589 nm, γ = 2pi × 10.01
MHz, Γ3 = 0.5γ, Γ2 = 2pi × 103 Hz, and as = 2.75 nm. For the parameters of
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Figure 5.14: Dependence of the group velocity on K = (l + 2m + 1) at T = 42
nK. For the single mode condition group velocity is 30.8 m/s [53, 55].
the trapping potential, we take ωr = 2pi × 69 Hz and ωz = 2pi × 21 Hz as in
reference [1]. The coupling field Rabi frequency is taken to be Ωc = 2.5γ. For
these parameters we obtain χ
′
= 0.04 and χ
′′
= 0.0006. Detuning parameter is
obtained for the single mode condition, ∆ = 0.1γ where γ = 6.29 × 107 1/sec.
The normalized frequency V is defined as k0RTF (n
2
0 − n22)1/2. If we use refrac-
tive index enhancement scheme, we will get mode subscription. The parameter
V determines the number of mode supported by the fiber.The refractive index
is defined as n1 = (1 + χ)
1/2. In practice the parabolic-index profile is truncated
at the core boundary r = RTF . We find a confined mode description for the
propagation constant,β, k0 < β < n0k0. The subscription is
2(l + 2m+ 1) ≤ n1k0R
√
A = V (5.2.6)
where V = k0R(n
2
1 − n22)1/2, A = 0.2, for r > R n2 is the clad refractive index,
n2 = n0(1 − 24)1/2 or n2 = 1. As seen in in the Figure 5.15 the lowest value of
the V is 7.3 at temperature 398.7nK. The dimensionless normalized frequency V
is defined as V = n1k0R
√
A = k0R(n
2
1 − 1)1/2. Its thermal behavior is plotted in
Figure 5.15. Multiple-mode support can be perhaps most conveniently tuned by
T . For the parameters used in Figure 5.14, at T = 42 nK it starts from V = 45 and
decreases down to a lowest value of V ≈ 7.3 at T = 398.7 nK. As temperature
increases, thermal size of the condensed cloud shrinks and the index contrast
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Figure 5.15: Temperature dependence of V in EIT scheme. Parameters used are
as = 2.75 nm, λ = 589 nm, N = 8.3 × 106 23Na atoms, ωr = 2pi × 69 Hz,
ωz = 2pi × 21 Hz
diminish so that the BEC can no longer support multiple mode propagation. The
parameter V determines the number of modes that can supported by the atomic
cloud. We find a confined mode description via k0 < β < n1k0 so that K ≤ V/2.
A condensate supports only single LP00 mode for 2 ≤ V < 4. For 2 ≤ V < 6,
it could support just two modes, LP00 and LP10. V can be tuned by various
experimental parameters as V = k0µ(2χ
′
1/mω
2
ru0)
1/2. [53, 55].
More accurate results may be obtained using a numerical scheme. For that pur-
pose it is assumed that the index of refraction increases incrementally from the
edge to the center of the core. If the number of increments is high enough, this
model will be a faithful representation of the conditions prevailing in the inho-
mogeneous core. Within each increment the refractive index is constant and we
can use exact solutions of the wave equation in terms of Bessel functions. Electro-
magnetic boundary conditions provide a recurrence relation between successive
solutions as well as an equation for the propagation constant. We have com-
pared the results of our numerical calculation with these of WKB calculations
and found excellent agreement. Typical results of our numerical simulations is
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given in Figure 5.16, where the modes LP00 and LP10 are shown. [53, 55]
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Figure 5.16: Radial profiles of transverse modes LP00 and LP10 confined in a BEC
of 23Na atoms with parameters given in the figure 5.15.
5.3 Optical waveguiding under refractive index enhancement scheme
We obtain many modes if we use refractive index enhancement scheme. From
equation(5.2.6) we have found single mode condition. If someone wants to get
many modes at low temperature, he or she can use refractive index enhancement
scheme. In this scheme there is no absorption but the value of the group velocity
is not slow as in the EIT scheme. Atomic coherence lead to cancellation of ab-
sorption in the refractive index enhancement scheme[49]. If we write single-mode
condition(l = 0 and m = 0) for the Bose-Einstein Condensate, we will obtain
2 ≤ V < 4. (5.3.7)
For 2 ≤ V < 6, it could support just two modes, LP00 and LP10. When we use
refractive index enhancement scheme for the condensate, we show four modes
LP00, LP01, LP02, LP03.
We have compared the results of our numerical calculation with these of WKB
calculations and found excellent agreement as seen in the table (5.1) and table
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Figure 5.17: LP00, LP01, LP02, LP03 are displayed. Each ψ(r) is shown and the
smallest root is solid line.
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Figure 5.18: Temperature dependent of V in refractive index enhancement
scheme. Parameters used are: Scattering length, as = 2.75nm, λ = 589nm,
N = 8.3 × 106, ωr = 2pi × 69Hz, ωz = 2pi × 21Hz, M = 23amu as for the
experiment [1].
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Figure 5.19: Radial profiles of transverse modes LP00 and LP10 confined in a BEC
of 23Na atoms with parameters given in the figure 5.18.
Table 5.1: Propagation constants obtained by WKB method
β1R β2R β3R β4R
l = 0 32.4740 33.4395 34.3779 35.2914
l = 1 31.9803 32.9603 33.9119 34.8376
(5.2). We calculate wave number, βlm in the z direction. The WKB values of the
propagation constant βlm of the graded-index model is identical to that given by
the numerical method. As seen in in the figure 5.18 the lowest value of the V
is 15.01 at temperature 398.7nK. Moreover there are many modes in refractive
index enhancement scheme at low temperatures.
5.4 Compensation of ultraslow short pulses by nonlinear term
In our numerical calculations of the theoretical results presented in the preceding
section, we shall specifically consider a gas of N = 8.3×106 23Na atoms for which
Table 5.2: Numerically evaluated propagation constants
β1R β2R β3R β4R
l = 0 32.4914 33.4400 34.3778 35.2912
l = 1 32.0661 32.9635 33.9119 34.8375
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M = 23 amu, λ0 = 589 nm, γ = 2pi×10.01 MHz, Γ3 = 0.5γ, Γ2 = 2pi×103 Hz, and
as = 2.75 nm. For the parameters of the trapping potential, we take ωr = 2pi×69
Hz and ωz = 2pi × 21 Hz as in reference [1]. The coupling field Rabi frequency
is taken to be Ωc = 5γ[1]. Critical temperature for Bose-Einstein condensation
for such a gas is found to be TC = 424 nK. If we calculate the transmission
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Figure 5.20: Axial spatial profile of the nonlinear coefficient γ for the parameters
same with those of figure(5.4). γ is normalized by 1.437× 10−3
window, ∆ωtrans by using the parameters which have been mentioned above, we
find ∆ωtrans = 8.49 × 107 and ∆T = 0.01µsec. In figure(5.20) and figure(5.21)
axial spatial profile of the nonlinear optical Kerr coefficient and second-order
dispersion coefficient are shown. Second-order dispersion coefficient is normalized
by the peak value β2(0) = 1.06× 10−11.
The study of pulse propagation in the mediums which includes the nonlin-
ear effects involves short pulses with widths ranging from 10nsec to 10fsec[57].
Equation(4.6.48) can be written in the following form
∂E
∂z
+
α
′
2
E + β1
∂E
∂t
+
i
2
β2
∂2E
∂t2
+ iη|E|2E = 0. (5.4.8)
Here β1 = 1/vg, β2 = 2b2 and α
′
= 2α. Nonlinear coefficient η = −(pi/λ)χ3(ω0).
By making transformation T = t− z/vg, A = √²0cE and γ = η/²0c [57], we will
obtain
i
∂A
∂z
+
α
′
2
A− 1
2
β2
∂2A
∂T 2
+ γ|A|2A = 0. (5.4.9)
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Figure 5.21: Axial spatial profile of the second-order dispersion coefficient β2 for
the parameters same with those of figure(5.4). β2 is normalized by 1.06× 10−11
where A is the slowly varying amplitude of the pulse envelope. We define γ =
η/²0c, and T is measured in a frame of reference moving with the pulse at the
group velocity vg.
5.5 Group-velocity dispersion and self-phase modulation
In order to solve equation(5.4.9) one can introduce normalized amplitude U by
using the definition[57]
A(z, τ) =
√
P0exp(−α′z/2)U(z, τ). (5.5.10)
where P0 is the peak power of the incident pulse, τ = T/T0 with initial pulse T0.
The dispersion length LD and the nonlinear length LNL provide length scales over
which dispersive or nonlinear effects become important for the pulse evolution in
the Bose-Einstein condensate with length L. The dispersion length LD and the
nonlinear length LNL are denoted as[57]
LD =
T 20
|β2| , (5.5.11)
LNL =
1
γP0
. (5.5.12)
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For the nonlinear pulse propagation, the parameter N which is dimensionless is
defined as
N2 =
LD
LNL
=
γP0T
2
0
|β2| . (5.5.13)
Here γ = η/²0c, and c is the speed of light. For values N ≈ 1 both Self-phase
modulation(SPM) and Group-velocity dispersion(GVD) play an equallay role[57].
Finally we find a peak power that compensate the group-velocity dispersion for
the width 0.01µsec optical pulse which is propagating in the BEC.
P0 =
|β2|
T 20 γ
. (5.5.14)
We have found the peak power for the width 0.01µsec of pulse, P0 = 5.6× 107W
by using equation(5.5.14). The dispersion length and the nonlinear length are
LD = 9.4µm, LNL = 12.9µm.
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6 CONCLUSION
Ultra-slow light, which is achieved via EIT in BECs, has an effectively long optical
path lengths within the condensates. Therefore dispersive effects, in particular
temporal broadening of the pulse, can be seen within the short (micrometer)
length of BEC. Normally, one would need much longer distances to be covered
with the pulse propagating in other more usual medium such as an optical fiber.
Though dispersion has no effect on the slowing down the pulse, slow group velocity
makes the dispersion visible in such a short distance.
We examined propagation of short laser pulses in a Bose-Einstein condensate tak-
ing into account the dispersive effects under the conditions for electromagnetically
induced transparency. Our calculation of the high order dispersion coefficients us-
ing typical experimental parameters of slow-light schemes show that dispersive
effects start to become influential for pulses whose widths are about 10−7s. Present
experiments uses microsecond pulses which are below that dispersion limit.
We have examined dispersive effects on short pulse propagation through a semi-
ideal BEC under EIT scheme. We have found that third and higher order disper-
sion coefficients are negligibly small for current experimental systems. Distortion
of the shape of a short pulse in the atomic cloud would be a temporal broadening
arising from second-order dispersion per se. For pulses of widths greater than
microseconds we have found that second order dispersion is also negligible. For
microsecond pulses the broadening is about 1.7 of the initial width. As a rule of
thumb, when the pulse length is broadened by less than a factor of 2, the pulse
can be considered to be not significantly distorted.
Second order dispersion of the atomic cloud depends on its density profile, which
is determined mainly by temperature and atomic interactions. For nanosecond
pulses, we have presented the dependence of the broadening on the tempera-
ture and interatomic scattering. The broadening is found to be making a peak
just below the critical temperature TC . As the scattering length increases, the
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broadening decreases at all temperatures, resulting in a lower peak.
Furthermore, we have numerically examined the effect of spatial variations of the
atomic cloud. Our results indicate that due to spatial inhomogeneity the broad-
ening is less than that predicted by the calculations based upon effective central
dispersive zone. As the pulse is already broadened relative to its original width,
when it arrives at the central zone, it suffers less from the high dispersive proper-
ties of this region. Qualitatively, we have found effective central zone estimations
describe the behavior of the broadening very well. Our numerical simulations
showed that the transmitted pulse shape in the ultraslow light experiments starts
to get distorted for pulses of widths shorter than or equal to microsecond.
Finally we have shown that despite the dispersive effects it is still possible to
achieve significant increase of bit storage capacity by carefully choosing a critical
coupling field Rabi frequency. Though shorter pulses allow for higher capacity
for a wide range of Rabi frequencies of the coupling field, the maximum achiev-
able capacity is independent of the initial pulse width of the probe pulse and
determined by the properties of the atomic cloud only.
Our results may be used for measuring TC and as of the BEC medium by compar-
ing the group speed and the broadening of the probe pulse with a reference pulse
propagating in the absence of medium. One may also exploit Feshbach resonances
to tune as to control broadening. Further uses of our results may be found in pulse
shape engineering, frequency filtering, and enhancing capacity of dynamic optical
memories.
We have modelled Bose-Einstein condensate in the graded-index fiber. we have
examined optical waveguiding of ultraslow pulses in a Bose-Einstein condensate
under EIT conditions. Off-resonant EIT scheme has been considered to permit
multi-mode ultraslow light propagation. Propagation constant is calculated an-
alytically using WKB approximation. Group velocity is shown to be larger for
higher modes. Transverse LP mode profiles are determined by detailed numerical
simulations. Single and two mode conditions are established in terms of experi-
mentally accessible parameters. Temperature dependence of the number of modes
that can be supported by BEC is presented. Such ultraslow modes may be useful
for realizing spatially controllable storage of coherent optical information with
higher capacity in BECs. We have discussed light modes of the Bose-Einstein
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condensate in the graded index fiber. We find the propagation constant βlmin the
z direction by WKB approximation and by numerical methods. Also we find mode
subscription which is shown in the equation (5.2.6). Radiuses for the single and
two mode condition are analytically calculated. Using EIT, we have examined
group velocity. It depends on mode number K.
Moreover, we have numerically examined optic modes and propagation constant
in the z direction in the graded-index fiber. Our results show that propagation
constant β is approximately same as that predicted by the analytically calcu-
lations with WKB approximation. For optical communication purposes graded-
index profile is important due to its mode dispersion properties. In order to en-
hance quantum information and storage, three dimensional considerations may
helpful. Lastly, we have found characteristic dispersion length and effective length
that characterize the influence of the nonlinearity.
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